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Diplomacy, Defence, Democracy – and Development?
The recent reform of USAID

In late January 2006, US Secretary of State, Condoleezza Rice, announced a significant change
in the organisation of US foreign assistance policy. Far from being the sweeping reform that
many development practitioners and policy observers had hoped and long advocated for, the
reorganisation is nevertheless more than just a cosmetic tweaking. Indeed, with the appointment
of a foreign aid co-ordinator reporting directly to the Secretary of State, US assistance abroad is
supposed to become more coherent, with development policy being used as a more effective
instrument of US foreign policy and an imperative of US national security, writes Liane
Schalatek.

The new Director of Foreign Assistance (DFA) will be located at the State Department with a
position equivalent in rank to a Deputy Secretary. While this stops well short of creating an
independent Cabinet-level development department which the United States in the view of many
observers would urgently need, it nevertheless creates a “one-person-stop” for many US foreign
assistance initiatives and programs. Randall Tobias, who served until recently as global AIDS
co-ordinator at the White House and who has a background in the pharmaceutical industry, has
been nominated for the position.

The DFA will wear two administrative hats by serving concurrently as administrator of USAID,
the US Agency for International Development. Although formally USAID’s status as an
independent organisation remains unchanged, factually the Agency’s assistance funding and
programs will become much more tightly integrated with – and many observers fear subjected to
– the State Department’s own foreign assistance activities.

* Part of “transformational diplomacy”
This is all part and parcel of a broader vision of US foreign policy which Secretary Rice outlined
in a series of speeches in January as “transformational diplomacy,” the goal of which she defines
as “to work with our many partners around the world, to build and sustain democratic, well-
governed states that will respond to the needs of their people and conduct themselves responsibly
in the international system”. It reflects the US administration’s conviction, strengthened by the
events of 9/11, that the main national security and foreign policy threats to the United States
derive from weak and failing states and its attempts to create a single concerted US government
strategy toward poorly performing states by integrating the “three D’s” of US engagement in the
world – diplomacy, development and defence – in order to steer them toward the overarching
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“D”, democracy building (which President Bush named as the overarching US foreign policy
goal of his second administration). Secretary Rice in her announcement summarised the
reasoning for the new direction of US foreign assistance quite succinctly: “In the final analysis,
we must now use our foreign assistance to help prevent future Afghanistans – and to make
America and the world safer.”

It is this politicisation of US foreign aid and the further blurring of the lines that traditionally
separated development and humanitarian aid from political and military action that American
and international development experts are worried about. They see many dangers in a re-
organised foreign assistance policy that focuses on advancing the US freedom agenda and good
governance world-wide, but not “development” per se. Ironically, the new approach does not
even mention poverty alleviation as a goal. Will US aid money – intended for long-term
development needs – instead be used for short-term diplomacy gains? What happens to the poor
in struggling nations that are not deemed relevant to US foreign policy goals and priorities? Will
this shift in US foreign assistance erode even further the independence of aid groups to fight
poverty and respond to humanitarian emergencies based on the needs on-the-ground? The
answer to these questions might be a resounding yes.

* Diversion of development funding for short-term purposes
Although worded in cautious, diplomatic language, a new position paper on the reorientation of
US foreign assistance by InterAction, the umbrella organisation of some 165 US based non-
governmental development and humanitarian assistance groups, urges safeguards to protect
development funding from diversion to meet short-term political or military objectives. This is of
course a main interest of InterAction since more than half of its members are actually working
with both USAID and the State Department in implementing US foreign aid programs abroad.
InterAction’s paper also warns of the continuation of chronic underfunding of USAID and a
further loss of its technical expertise under the new foreign assistance direction. Indeed, the just
unveiled budget for fiscal year 2007 further cuts humanitarian assistance and some core
development accounts.

It is no secret that many conservative forces, not the least among Republicans in the US
Congress, have criticised USAID repeatedly in the past as ineffective and wasteful of taxpayers’
money. Undoubtedly, putting USAID more firmly under the State Department’s control is meant
as well to reassure those critics within the President’s own party. It is also quite clear that the
changes that the State Department engineered went as far as possible without requiring
supportive Congressional legislation – which in the current U.S. domestic political climate would
not have been forthcoming.

* A lost opportunity
While these changes in US foreign assistance are certainly more than administrative procedural
tweaking and politically quite significant, they are in many ways nevertheless an important
opportunity lost to substantially reform US foreign aid. In this assessment, most observers seem
to agree. Some of the current structural and political shortcomings of US development aid and
foreign assistance remain unchallenged after the latest reorganisation attempts. Both quantity and
quality of US foreign aid leave much to be desired.
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Total US foreign assistance – despite being on the increase over the last few years – still lags
behind other developed countries as proportion of economic output (only 0.16 percent in 2004),
ranking the US 21st among 22 OECD countries. Even worse, a huge percentage of it – with some
77 percent higher than in most other donor countries – is so-called tied aid linked to US suppliers
and services, thus providing “development assistance” primarily to American consultants and
developing experts, not for building local capacity and self-sufficiency in the recipient country.

Likewise, the political reorientation of aid programs at the State Department and USAID is not
accompanied by policy complementarity in the form of more pro-development policies in other
government areas dealing with trade, technology, investment, migration or environment,
particularly climate.

Additionally, even after bundling State Department and USAID programs under one political
hat, the fragmentation and disorganisation of US foreign assistance persists, albeit at a somewhat
lowered level. By some estimates, upwards of 50 separate US government units have their own
foreign aid programs, including the Pentagon or the US Departments of Agriculture and
Education. Short of creating an own Cabinet-level department of foreign assistance or
development such as the British DFID – a move that many US observers see as fundamental for
improving the overall quality and coherence of U.S. foreign assistance – this proliferation of
programs will not be tamed.

Lastly, the question is one of political will at the level of the US President. Case in point: the
new Director of Foreign Assistance at the State Department will only be able to “co-ordinate”
with, not incorporate into his portfolio the two hallmark foreign aid initiatives created by
President Bush in recent years. One is the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) providing
assistance to “good performers” among selected developing countries, whose incorporation in
2004 was a reflection of the pervasive low regard in Washington for USAID and contributing to
the latter’s further weakening. The second is the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief
(PEPFAR), the former work place of new DFA Randall Tobias.

Both foreign assistance instruments, incidentally, are also proof positive of what might very well
be the ultimate shortcoming – and biggest danger of – US foreign assistance under the current
administration: its unwillingness to collaborate with other donor nations in addressing the
problems of the world’s poorest countries, instead implementing its own foreign aid programs in
pursuit of narrowly defined national interests. In this respect, the reorganisation of US foreign
assistance in the State Department is not a reform at all, but more of the same ...
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